
GoDEX AG4000T Series
Print-and-Apply Systems

GoDEX AG4000T systems combine 
powerful ZX1000i or ZX1000Xi printers 
with an industrial tamp alliclicator to offer 
cost-effective print-and-apply solutions.

Labels are printed at 200, 300 or 600dpi 
resolution and applied using a tamp 
applicator with a choice of label pads for 
different label sizes and product types.

AG4000T systems can be installed to 
label the top or side of products.

Depending on the label pad type, 
stationary or moving products can be 
labelled.

low-cost print-and-apply
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Printer:
Print method:
Print resolution:
Standard label pad sized:
Optional label pad sizes:
Tamp stroke:
Label roll size / ribbon length:
Max. throughput:
Standard interfaces:
Optional interfaces:
Warranty:

 
GoDEX ZX1000i and ZX1000Xi series
Thermal transfer or direct thermal
200, 300 or 600dpi
60 x 60mm and 100 x 100mm
From 20 x 20mm to 110 x 200mm
400mm overall / 270mm effective (AG4000T) or 500mm overall / 370mm effective (AG4000T-LS)
Label roll 200mm OD (260mm with optional external holder) / Ribbon length 450m
60 labels/min depending on label size and tamp stroke length
Ethernet, USB and serial
WiFi, Bluetooth and parallel
Applicator 3 years / printer 5 years (excluding wear parts)

Specification AG4000T  /  AG4000T-LS

Options:
 

Custom label pads (standard tamp, self-levelling tamp and roll-on types), custom floor stands, 
integrated conveyors, stand-alone kit, status beacon, inline barcode reader or vision system with 
reject station, various software and integration options, dual control terminal.
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Powerful GoLabel software, GoAPP Android app,Windows and 
MacOS drivers are included with all AG4000T systems.

Ethernet, USB and serial interfaces are included as standard with 
optional WiFi and Bluetooth.

Stand-alone operation is possible allowing the system to be 
operated without a PC or host system connected. The printer 
touchscreen can be used to select label designs and enter 
variable data.

The optional dual control terminal can be used to control label 
printing and the applicator settings.

Inline barcode readers and vision systems allow all products to 
be quality checked and automatically rejected.

features and options


